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QUESTION 1

What is the difference between the commands test -e path and test -f path? 

A. They are equivalent options with the same behaviour. 

B. The -f option tests for a regular file. The -e option tests for an empty file. 

C. Both options check the existence of the path. The -f option also confirms that it is a regular file. 

D. The -f option tests for a regular file. The -e option tests for an executable file. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which command can be used to investigate the properties for a particular window in X by clicking that window? (Specify
ONLY the command without any path or parameters.) 

Correct Answer: /usr/bin/xwininfo, xwininfo  

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are syslog facilities? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. local7 

B. mail 

C. advanced 

D. postmaster 

E. remote 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

What command displays all aliases defined in the current shell? (Specify the command without any path information) 

Correct Answer: alias, alias -p  

 

QUESTION 5

What is true regarding the command userdel --force --remove bob? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 
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A. The user bob is removed from the system\\'s user database. 

B. The user bob\\'s home directory is removed. 

C. The locate database is updated to drop files owned by bob. 

D. All files owned by bob are remove from all mounted filesystems. 

E. In case bob was the last member of a group, that group is deleted. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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